
Hollywood Lace Sees Rise in Number of Men
Seeking Custom Hair Pieces

The company is rated #1 for most natural men’s hairpieces on the market.

HALLANDALE BEACH, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, June 13, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hollywood

Lace is announcing it has seen a tremendous increase in the number of men who are looking for

100% undetectable hair systems over the past year.

Hollywood Lace is an online manufacturer and retailer of men’s hairpieces and toupees.  For the

past 15 years, the company has been offering remarkably natural-looking hairline and hair

systems to consumers who are wanting a fuller hairline, hairstyle, and shape – for a variety of

different and personal reasons.

In the company’s latest news, Hollywood Lace has seen a dramatic increase in the number of

consumers looking for custom hair pieces – a result of the company being rated as #1 retailer of

natural men’s hairpieces.

“We believe the biggest reason we have seen such growth recently is because of our exceptional

customer service,” says founder of the company, William Richter.  “When our clients need an

emergency hairpiece or expedited rush delivery, we are here for them.  We always ensure we

retain emergency stock in order to support clients who are in dire need of custom hair pieces.

Not only that, but we also offer the most aggressive pricing, the highest quality control, and

discrete delivery.”

Hollywood Lace offers a wide selection of 100% undetectable hair systems, including:

•	Super Silk Hair Systems

•	HD Thin Skin Systems

•	French Lace Hair Systems

•	Light Monofilament Toupees

•	Duplicate Hair Systems

•	African American Toupees

•	And more!

For more information about Hollywood Lace, please visit www.hollywoodlace.com. 
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About the Company

Hollywood Lace was founded by a group of hair system toupee wearers who were dissatisfied

with the extensive amount of time it took to order and receive their hair pieces, the lack of

professional customer service, and the inconsistent quality of the toupees received.  As a result

of their experiences, they made the decision to invest in a hair toupee manufacturer of their own

– giving them the ability to control the quality, customer care, production time, and cost.  

With the support of innovative people in the industry, Hollywood Lace was able to develop its

premium hairpieces and trademark Invisible Knots Hair System.

William Richter

Hollywood Lace

+1 954-505-7000

support@hollywoodlace.com

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/543685590
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